Subjective cognitive complaints (SCCs) are increasingly a focus in studies on prodromal Alzheimer disease (AD) and risk for dementia. Little is known about the optimal approach to measure SCCs. We used item response theory (IRT) to examine the characteristics of 24 SCC items in a sample of 3495 older adults pooled from 4 community-based studies. We investigated the potential advantages of IRT scoring over conventional scoring on the basis of participants' item response patterns. Items most likely endorsed by individuals low in SCC severity relate to word retrieval and general subjective memory decline. Items likely endorsed only by individuals high in SCC severity relate to nonepisodic memory changes, such as decline in comprehension, judgment and executive functions, praxis and procedural memory, and social behavior changes. Above and beyond conventional total score, IRT scoring of SCCs was associated with performance on objective cognitive tests, and was associated with cognitive test performance among participants endorsing only 1 SCC item. Thus, IRT scoring captures additional information beyond a simple sum of SCC symptoms. Modern psychometric approaches including IRT may be useful in developing: (1) brief community screening questionnaires; and (2) more sensitive measures of very subtle subjective decline for use in prodromal Alzheimer disease research.
I n recent years, subjective cognitive complaints (SCCs) or concerns have received increased attention in cognitive aging research. Subjective memory complaints were an initial criterion for the syndrome of mild cognitive impairment (MCI), 1 with a revision broadening the criterion to include general cognitive complaints in domains other than memory. 2 SCCs are being increasingly investigated as a predictor of cognitive decline or dementia in aging. [3] [4] [5] Studies of self-referring individuals in specialty memory clinic settings may offer the clearest evidence that subjective cognitive impairment, even in the absence of objective cognitive deficits, may serve as a marker of future decline 5 or for the presence of Alzheimer disease (AD) biomarkers. [6] [7] [8] Even population studies, in which "complaints" are uniformly elicited by standardized questionnaires, show that people with cognitive complaints are at greater risk of progressing to dementia compared with those without cognitive complaints. 4, 9 Cognitive self-appraisal has practical advantages of simplicity and cost-effectiveness compared with formal cognitive testing and biomarker evaluation and may be well suited for large-scale community screening. However, there is currently no consensus about how to optimally assess subjective complaints, especially in population settings in which the underlying rates of complaints are lower than in clinical settings. 10 Studies that elicit complaints have used a variety of questionnaires or scales, many assessing SCCs with a few items or even a single question. Not surprisingly, findings of predictive utility from community and population studies are variable and inconsistent. 11, 12 Psychometric properties of SCC items have rarely been investigated 13 ; little is known about which questions to ask, about information yielded by different types of questions/items, and about the quality of measurement.
Item response theory (IRT) comprises a group of psychometric modeling techniques for the analysis of itemlevel data from self-report questionnaires or cognitive tests. Originally developed in educational achievement testing settings, IRT has been increasingly used in health outcome measurement. Two large National Institutes of Health (NIH) initiatives currently use measurement science to improve assessment of self-reported health outcomes (PROMIS) 14 and neurological and behavioral function (NIH Toolbox 15 ). Tools from IRT can be used to investigate psychometric properties of existing scales, refine or shorten scales (reducing patient burden), develop new scales, score respondents on an underlying latent trait (or ability), and precisely measure interindividual variation. Unlike the classical test theory, IRT measures item difficulty and person trait level on the same metric, allowing them to be meaningfully compared. Other advantages of IRT include linear (interval) scaling, test precision (reliability) measured over the complete range of the trait/ ability, and invariance of IRT model parameters, which allows "linking" of different scales measuring the same construct and implementation of computerized adaptive testing (CAT). 16 Previous applications of IRT in health research include self-reported physical functioning, 17 sleep disturbance, 18 quality of life, 19 and pain. 20 IRT approaches in cognitive aging research include refined measurement of neuropsychological domain performance, 21, 22 dementia screening instruments, 23, 24 and depressive symptoms. 25 Use of IRT to examine cognitive item bias in ethnically diverse older populations has also been reported. 22, 26 To our knowledge, no previous studies have used IRT approaches to evaluate SCC.
We are using an IRT approach to address the overall research question of whether SCCs are a valid marker of cognitive decline in aging. The aims of the present methodological study were to: (1) conduct an IRT analysis on subjective cognitive complaint data in a population study of older adults; (2) compare psychometric properties of individual SCC items; and (3) compare IRT-based scoring of individuals to traditional scale scoring, particularly regarding associations between SCCs and cognitive test performance.
METHODS

Overview
The methods involved 3 main steps: (a) factor analysis of 27 common SCC items in a pooled community sample (n = 3495) to assess whether SCC items met assumptions made by IRT models; (b) IRT item calibration in the same pooled sample; and (c) IRT scoring of individuals from the largest of the studies, the Monongahela-Youghiogheny Healthy Aging Team (MYHAT) project.
Sample Description
To maximize the precision of IRT item parameter estimates and to achieve the broadest coverage of the range of SCC severity, we sought the largest sample possible of 27 common SCC items pooled from 4 community studies on cognition in aging in Southwestern Pennsylvania. Studies included the following: (1) the MYHAT project, 27 a prospective population study of MCI in small towns (baseline data, n = 1982); (2) the Steel Valley Seniors Survey, 28 a study of dementia incidence and outcomes in an elderly general practice patient population (n = 358); (3) the Monongahela Independent Elders Survey, 29 an epidemiologic community-based study of aging and dementia in rural Southwestern Pennsylvania (wave 6 data, n = 651); and (4) a study on physician behavior and cognitive outcomes in an older adult primary care patient population 30 (baseline data, n = 534). All participants provided written informed consent according to protocols approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional Review Board. Participants (n = 30) were excluded from analyses only if they had missing data on all the SCC items of interest, leaving 3495 individuals in the pooled item calibration sample.
SCC Items
Standardized SCC items were originally developed for the Monongahela Independent Elders Survey study and have been adapted to the other studies. 30 We identified a set of 27 items with similar response formats across the studies, in which each item had a minimum sample size of 1000 respondents. Items overlapped to various degrees across the studies. Fourteen items were common to all 4 studies; 4 items were common to 3 studies; and 9 items were unique to 1 study (MYHAT). Twenty-one items had the common prompt and response choices: Do you think you are the same, better or worse than you used to be aty. We categorized these response choices as "same or better" versus "worse" for the current analyses. Item content was weighted toward memory-related changes (eg, remembering less well compared with 1 year ago) and also included nonmemory items, such as those relating to changes in day-to-day executive functioning and judgment (eg, handling household emergencies, solving problems) and language (understanding what is being said, word finding) ( Table 2 ).
Background to IRT Modeling
IRT models describe the probability of endorsing an item as a function of a latent trait of interest. By convention, the latent trait is scaled along a dimension called theta. Parametric IRT models identify one or more parameters that describe the relationship between theta and item responses. Item parameters include item difficulty (b) (ie, at what value of theta an individual has a 0.50 probability of endorsing an item) and discrimination (a) (ie, how well an item distinguishes among individuals with theta [trait] levels close to its level of difficulty). In this study, the latent trait is SCC. IRT provides psychometric information regarding each SCC item separately, as well as psychometric information for the full scale. In addition, IRT provides theta estimates for individual participants. In this way, an individual's responses can be used to estimate his or her SCC severity relative to the rest of the sample population.
Step 1: Factor Analysis An important assumption of IRT models is unidimensionality of the latent trait of interest (ie, SCC severity). We used factor analysis to determine whether SCC items fit sufficiently well to a 1-factor model to meet this assumption for IRT analysis. We randomly split the pooled multistudy data sample (n = 3495) and conducted an exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using Mplus v. 6.1 with robust weighted least squares estimation and Geomin oblique rotation in one of the subsamples (n = 1747). Ratio of first to second eigenvalues in excess of 4:1 was used as a criterion for support of the unidimensionality assumption. 31 We then confirmed the factor structure in an independent confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) on the second subsample (n = 1748). Standardized factor loadings of 0.4 or higher was a criterion for item retention in both the EFA and the CFA. Criteria for fit indices were <0.08 for the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) and >0.90 for the comparative fit index and the Tucker-Lewis index. In addition, we ran 2 alternative CFA models: a 1-factor model with selected item-pair residual covariances included and, second, a theoretically derived bifactor model. 31 For each alternative confirmatory model, factor loadings on the primary factor were compared with the simple unidimensional model, and the correlations between factor scores were computed.
Step 2: IRT Item Calibration IRT parameters can be visualized by plotting item characteristic curves (ICCs). ICCs plot the probability of a response (endorsing a symptom) given the level of the underlying characteristic measured by the whole scale (such as SCC severity). In this study, ICCs are defined by difficulty and discrimination, as described above, which govern the shape and position of the S-shaped curves. Item difficulty, the b parameter, is so termed from educational testing settings and is alternatively called item location. The b parameter governs the position of the ICC along the x axis and reflects the point on the trait dimension at which a person has a 50% probability of endorsing the item. In clinical and epidemiological studies, item location/difficulty also reflects the prevalence of symptoms. If the b parameter is low, it indicates that the item (or symptom) is frequently endorsed even among low-trait individuals. In contrast, high b parameters indicate that the item is likely to be endorsed only among high-trait individuals (eg, with more severe SCC). Item discrimination, the a parameter, governs the steepness of the slope of the ICC at the inflection point of the S-shaped curve. A lower a parameter is associated with a more gradual slope; items with higher a parameters have steeper curves and therefore discriminate more finely among respondents with theta values close to the value of the item's b parameter.
Item parameter estimates were derived from the final item set in the total pooled multistudy sample (n = 3495) using Multilog v. 7.0.3 with a 2-parameter logistic model and marginal maximal likelihood estimation procedure.
Step 3: IRT Theta Scores
MYHAT study participants at baseline were scored along the theta dimension, reflecting the underlying SCC trait based on individual item responses (Multilog v. 7.0.3, maximum a posterior scoring). Participants with complete SCC data were selected (n = 1789) because the analyses of standard scores (see below) required complete data. By convention, theta scores represent standardized latent trait values centered on a mean of 0 and SD of 1. Higher theta scores indicate higher trait levels (eg, SCC severity). Comparisons between IRT theta scoring and traditional scale scoring (ie, a sum of the number of symptoms endorsed) were examined through associations with demographic variables and with concurrent objective cognitive test performance. Finally, the sensitivity of theta scores to cognitive test performance for a fixed level of total score was examined in order to explore the potential utility of theta scoring. The rationale for these analyses is that, if the total score were a good reflection of the underlying trait measured by the test, there should be no systematic relationship between IRT scores and objective cognitive functioning among people with a particular total score. We selected total SCC scores of 1 and 5 a priori because they represented low and moderate degrees of symptom endorsement, respectively, and each yielded sample sizes >100.
Cognitive Test Performance
We ran a series of regression models at each level of total score, with theta scores predicting cognitive test performance. Alpha was set to P<0.10 for these exploratory analyses. Cognitive measures included a global cognitive test-the mini-mental state examination (MMSE) 32 ; 2 memory tests-Wechsler memory scale-revised (WMS-R) logical memory and visual reproduction, 33 35 and clock drawing; 2 tests of productive language-phonemic and semantic (animal) fluency 35 ; and 1 test of visuospatial construction-the Wechsler adult intelligence scale-third edition (WAIS-III) block design. 36 Depressive symptoms were measured by the modified Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression scale. 37, 38 Functional ratings were measured with the clinical dementia rating (CDR) scale. Table 1 summarizes the demographic and clinical characteristics of the pooled multistudy item calibration sample. Although the majority of respondents had MMSE scores within the normal range, a sizable proportion had impaired MMSE scores (>16%<MMSE 25). Nearly 4% had CDR scores of 1 or more, indicating dementia based on functional ratings, whereas 28.2% had a CDR score of 0.5, reflecting "questionable dementia" or possible MCI. The sample thus included participants with a broad range of cognitive functioning, the majority being rated as normal (CDR = 0). Table 2 presents the frequencies of item responses. An EFA on the original 27 SCC items yielded factor loadings on the 1-factor solution ranging from approximately 0.4 to 0.8 for all items but 2 with loadings near 0. These 2 items were excluded (Did your memory get worse suddenly or gradually? How long ago did you notice change in your memory?). The independent CFA of a 1-factor model on the remaining 25 items yielded all items with factor loadings >0.4, except 1 item (Is remembering less well a consistent problem?), which was dropped. The resulting 1-factor CFA on 24 items yielded the following fit indices: RMSEA = 0.029 (90% confidence interval, 0.026-0.031); comparative fit index = 0.934; Tucker-Lewis index = 0.928. An EFA in the split-half sample on these 24 items yielded a first eigenvalue of 9.207, followed by a second eigenvalue of 2.011 (ratio 1:2 = 4.6). Supplemental Table 2 also presents item difficulty (b) and discrimination (a) parameters in the order of item difficulty. The item with the lowest difficulty parameter, or which was the "easiest" to endorse, was Remembering names of people you met only recently, followed by Do you feel you remember things less well than a year ago. The item with the highest difficulty parameter was Worse at getting along with people, talking or behaving the way you used to, likely endorsed only by high-trait individuals. Those items with high discrimination (a) parameters (eg, Worse at handling a household emergency; Worse at remembering a recent major event; Worse at understanding what is going on around you) are the most efficient at differentiating individuals on the underlying trait of SCC severity at their respective b-parameter locations.
RESULTS
Descriptive Statistics
Dimensionality Evaluations
IRT Item Parameter Estimates
For illustrative purposes, ICCs for 3 selected items are presented in Figures 1-3. As described above, ICCs graphically depict the probability of an item being endorsed (y axis) against the level of the underlying trait (x axis). The left-right location of the inflection point of the curve is determined by the difficulty parameter. The more that people endorse an item, the further to the left the curve will be, as it is "easier" to endorse that item. Items that are rarely endorsed will be further to the right, as they are more "difficult" to endorse. The items Remembering a recent major event ( Fig. 1) and
Remembering people and events from long ago (Fig. 2) have relatively high difficulty parameters, meaning they are likely endorsed only by individuals with high levels of the underlying trait. In contrast, the ICCs for Remembering names of people you met only recently (Fig. 3) is shifted to the left, indicating likely endorsement by persons lower on the underlying trait (as well as higher). A steep slope of the curve at the point of inflection (ie, a high a parameter) indicates a sharp rise in probability of item endorsement, for example, Figure 1 , as the level of the underlying trait increases only slightly. The item Remembering people and events from long ago (Fig. 2 ) is less precise in differentiating individuals with underlying ability levels close to its difficulty level as the slope of the curve is shallower. For each figure, the frequencies of item endorsement as a function of the underlying trait are shown above the ICCs, to illustrate the correspondence between item parameters and the ICCs.
IRT Total Scale Information
Information for the total scale, analogous to scale reliability in the classical test theory, ranged from 1.06 (for theta = À3.0) to 18.4 (for theta = 2.0). The peak range of information (15.0 to 18.3) was for the theta range of 1.4 to 2.6, indicating that the scale as a whole is most reliable at measuring high levels of underlying SCCs. Test information of 20 corresponds approximately with conventional reliability of 0.95, and test information of 10 corresponds approximately with conventional reliability of 0.90.There is an inverse numerical relationship between information and the SE of measurement (Supplemental Figure, 
SCCs in the MYHAT Study: Comparison of IRT Scoring and Traditional Scoring
Recruitment and demographic details of the MYHAT study baseline cohort have been reported. 27 Briefly, after initial age-stratified random sampling by voter registration records, n = 1982 participants aged 65 years or above passed an initial screening stage with an age-and educationcorrected MMSE Z21. The mean (SD) age was 77.6 (7.4) years; 61.1% were women. The median educational level was high-school graduate; 94.8% were white and were largely representative of older adults in this small-town region south of Pittsburgh. Apolipoprotein E (APOE) genotyping was available for n = 1778 participants; 18.8% (n = 372) were APOE E4 allele carriers.
The same 24 SCC item set was used to compare IRT theta scoring with the traditional total score (ie, sum of . High difficulty-low discrimination item (21. Worse at remembering events and people from long ago). This item is more likely to be endorsed by high-trait individuals, but it is less precise in measuring individual differences among respondents. A, Increasing frequencies of item endorsements along higher levels of the subjective cognitive complaint latent trait. B, Item characteristic curve based on item response theory modeling.
endorsed symptoms). Using the traditional total score approach, the modal number of SCC symptoms endorsed at baseline was 0. Seventy percent of the cohort endorsed 3 items or fewer. The IRT theta scores ranged from À0.83 (lowest SCCs) to 2.69 (highest SCCs), with a mean theta of 0.01 (SD 0.73). Figure 4 illustrates the relationship between traditional total scores, on the y axis, and theta scores, which continue to vary at almost all levels of total score.
Associations Between SCCs and Demographic and Depressive Symptoms
The total SCC score and theta score were highly correlated (r = 0.95, P<0.001). They showed comparable magnitude of correlation with age (total score r = 0.12; theta r = 0.15, P's<0.001) and education (total score r = À0.07; theta r = À0.08, P's<0.001), indicating increasing SCC severity with increasing age and fewer years of formal education. Neither differed by sex (P's>0.15). Neither total score nor theta was associated with the presence of one or more copies of the APOE E4 allele (P's >0.30). Both scores were similarly associated with the modified Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression score (total score r = 0.25; theta r = 0.23; P's<0.001), indicating higher SCCs with increasing depressive symptoms.
Associations Between SCCs and Cognitive Performance
Total SCC score and theta score were highly, similarly, and significantly associated (P's<0.001) with cognitive test performance on all measures in the expected direction (higher SCCs associated with worse test performance): MMSE (total score r = À 0.19; theta r = À0.19); WMS-R logical memory II (total score r = À0.14; theta r = À0.14); WMS-R visual reproduction (total score r = À0.14; theta r = À0.14); Fuld object memory evaluation (total score r = À0.21; theta r = À 0.21); trails A time (total score r = 0.14; theta r = 0.15); trails B time (total score r = 0.18; theta r = 0.18); clock drawing (total score r = À0.13; theta r = À0.14); letter fluency (total score r = À 0.10; theta r = À0.10); semantic fluency (total score r = À0.19; theta r = À0.19); and Wechsler adult intelligence scale-third edition block design (total score r = À0.20; theta r = À0.20).
Association of Theta Scores With Cognitive Performance When SCC Total Score is Held Constant
To explore the potential utility of theta scores above and beyond the traditional total score approach, we selected participants with the same total score and evaluated associations between theta scores and cognitive test performance. Table 3 shows regression model results for theta scores predicting cognitive test performance at fixed SCC total score levels of 1 and 5. For SCC total score = 1, higher theta scores predicted worse performance on tests of mental status, memory, and psychomotor speed; at SCC total score = 5, higher theta scores predicted worse performance on tests of executive functions, language, and psychomotor speed. Nearly all the regression estimates indicated associations between theta and cognitive test performance in the predicted direction (ie, higher theta predicting worse test performance). . IRT theta scoring takes into account individual response patterns and utilizes item-level information to provide a more fine-grained measurement scale. The figure shows that theta continues to vary at most levels of the total score. The 2 levels of total scores in squares on the y axis (1 and 5) correspond to analyses summarized in Table 3 .
DISCUSSION
We have illustrated how IRT, an approach from measurement science, can enhance the assessment of SCC, an important patient-reported variable in cognitive aging and dementia research. Although IRT may be used to develop new tests or questionnaires, here we applied IRT models retrospectively to existing questionnaire data, without altering data collection procedures, to further understand and refine measurement of SCCs in an ongoing population study.
IRT analysis can inform clinicians' and investigators' selection of individual questions to query and provide insight into how each item contributes to measurement of the underlying trait. In the present item set, items most likely to be endorsed by individuals low on the underlying SCC trait are questions about remembering names, word finding, and remembering less well compared with the preceding year. Items most likely to be endorsed only by people high on the SCC trait address changes in behavior and language, and procedural memory/praxis. This ordering of items by difficulty corresponds to the known spectrum of cognitive changes from normal aging to dementia. Items found to be of low difficulty relate to commonly reported cognitive complaints in normal aging and MCI, for example, retrieval difficulty of names and other words, and general worsening in memory. In contrast, items of higher difficulty correspond to symptoms more characteristic of dementia, with changes beyond episodic memory to nonmemory domains (eg, language, judgment and executive functioning, praxis, and overt interpersonal difficulties). As items and persons are measured on the same scale, item characteristics relate directly to trait scoring. Individuals who endorse only low-difficulty items will have low IRT SCC scores, whereas those who endorse some high-difficulty items, reflecting changes in cognitive domains beyond episodic memory, will have higher IRT SCC scores.
IRT scores were very highly correlated with standard total scores and the 2 scores had very similar strengths of associations with demographic variables and with cognitive test performance. However, IRT scoring also uses information about the "path taken" to arrive at a particular total score. That is, at fixed values of the total score, IRT scoring continued to vary meaningfully so that SCC predicted performance on tests of mental status, memory, language, executive functions, and psychomotor speed. Strikingly, even among participants who endorsed only one SCC item, IRT scoring of SCCs predicted performance on several objective cognitive tests. Thus, IRT captures additional information beyond the total score. IRT scoring may be particularly well suited to population studies in which the base rates of complaints are low and finer-grained measurement of individual differences would prove useful.
Item-level information gained from an IRT analysis can be used to shorten our SCC scale in the future (ie, to minimize time burden) by eliminating less informative items, or it can be used to optimize the scale for different levels of the underlying trait (eg, as a brief screen for AD in community settings). In addition, the IRT parameters facilitate the possibility of administering these items using CAT. 39 In CAT, each survey is individualized so as to only ask the most informative questions for a given respondent (ie, those items with difficulty parameters near the respondent's latent trait level, as estimated from previous item responses). In this way, only the least number of items needed to achieve a predetermined standard of score precision are administered.
In summary, we have shown that IRT provides better understanding of SCC questionnaire data compared with total scoring and that IRT can identify meaningful differences between individuals with the same SCC total score. Future work will investigate the potential gain provided by IRT over total scores in the predictive validity of SCC for cognitive decline and progression to AD and other dementias. This aim is consistent with recently published recommendations by the National Institute on Aging/ Alzheimer's Association workgroup on defining preclinical stages of AD, which note that measures sensitive to very subtle cognitive decline are needed to further realize the potential of subjective and cognitive assessments. 40 Leveraging approaches from measurement science may significantly advance detection of very subtle cognitive decline, which in turn may further our understanding of how agingrelated and disease-related biomarkers relate to cognition.
